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Craters

• One of the main features we see on solar 
system bodies (terrestrial planets and 
asteroids) is craters

• Craters form when an asteroid hits an 
object



Meteor Crater

•20 million tons of TNT

•1200m wide, 170m 
deep





Craters
Rank the surfaces below from youngest to oldest
A) BCA
B) CBA
C) BAC
D) CAB

A B C



The Four Terrestrial Planets

Mass = 10% of Earth’s Mass
Radius = 50% of Earth’s Radius
Density less than Earth’s (4gm/cm3)
Atmosphere Pressure = 0.6% Earth’s, composed mostly of CO2

Eccentricity=0.09
 

Mars



History
• Observations began in 

1659 by Huygens, 
observed rotation

• Schiaperelli “canali” - 
channels, translated to 
canals

• Percival Lowel -Lowel 
observatory Flagstaff 
(1890s)



The Surface of Mars
• Southern highlands

– Heavily cratered
– Several huge volcanoes

• Northern lowlands
– 5 km elevation difference
– Fewer craters in lowlands

• Origin of different terrain is not 
 well understood

– difference in crust thickness 
(40/70km), but why

– One giant impact basin?
– Multiple impact basins?
– Plate tectonics?

• Regions separated by a great rift valley
– Valles Marineris
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkL3c-htFOM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkL3c-htFOM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkL3c-htFOM


Valles Marineris
• Huge canyon system

– >4000km long (New York to 
Los Angeles)

– 200 km across
– 7km deep

• Origin
– Believed to have been formed 

by cooling planet, plate 
tectonics, parts by water flow

– Enlarged by erosion



Volcanoes of Mars
• Olympus Mons is largest volcano on 

Mars (and in the solar system!)
– 24km high, 550km wide
– Three x tall as Everest

• Mauna Loa on Big island of Hawaii is 
Earth’s largest
– 17km high, 120km wide

• Both are “shield” volcanoes
– Form over mantle “hot spots” from 

lava that flows easily
– broad

• Martian volcanoes grow bigger than 
Earth’s 
– No plate tectonics (currently)
– Lower gravity



Olympus Mons vs. Mauna Loa



Dune Fields on Mars
• Dunes can grow to twice the size on 

Earth
– Smaller gravity of Mars

• Dune formation
– Piling up of sand on windward side of 

dune
– Avalanche of sand on leeward side of 

dune



Some Interesting Features on Mars

• River Channels
• Tributary Networks



Some Interesting Features on Mars

• Gullies in Crater Walls
• Floodplains
• Avalanches
• Ancient Oceans?



Craters and Gullies
• Mars much more heavily 

cratered than Earth and 
Venus
– Regions with similar crater 

density to Mercury and moon
– Crater sizes similar too

• “Splosh” craters
– Ejecta blankets resembling 

petals or pancakes
– Suggest subsurface water

• Many craters have gullies 
running down their rims
– Typically on sun-facing rim
– Subsurface water?



Ancient Oceans

• If Mars was once very wet, 
where is all that water now?

• Some evaporated drifted to 
space

• Small amounts of water 
vapor in atmosphere

• Currently, enough water ice 
under Mars’ south pole to 
cover planet to 36ft (> 10m)

• probably more in the past



Dry Ice and Water Ice at Martian Poles
• Typical temperature at 

poles -170F, water 
permanently frozen

• As spring turns to summer 
in the northern hemisphere 
of Mars CO2 sublimates 
(solid to vapor), revealing 
water ice

• Also seen in southern 
hemisphere by Mars Global 
Surveyor and Mars 
Odyssey spacecraft



Dust Storms and Dust Devils 
• Dust storms know to engulf 

entire planet
• seasonal
• Dust devils seen from orbit 

and rovers
• Can clean solar panels, 

prolong missions



The Atmosphere of Mars
• Very thin (<1% of Earth’s)
• Mostly CO2 (95%) with only a trace of O2 and H2O

– Water ice clouds

• Small amount of methane
– Methane unstable, destroyed by sunlight

• Lots of dust!
– Makes martian sky redish



Planetary Atmospheres
Temperature -Velocity Relationship in a Gas

 
 
for a given temperature, small m, large v, so
H2 and He faster than N2, O2

Escape Velocity 
 velocity required to escape from surface 

of planet 

Retaining an Atmosphere
 need to be BIG and/or COOL
 Mercury -hot and small
 Venus - hot not small

€ 

KE =
1
2
mv 2 ∝T

€ 

vesc =
2GM
r

Escape velocity on Earth ~ 
11km/s
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rMini Lecture Tutorial

1. A hypothetical planet has a radius half
that of Earth with the same surface 
temperature.  a) Can it retain H2O? b) What 
about He and H? Explain reasoning

2. A hypothetical planet has a radius twice
that of Earth with the same surface
temperature.  a) Can it retain H2O? b) What 
about O2/N2?

3. Can a planet the same size as Earth 
but with a surface temperature twice
that of Earth retain H2O?ext

Escape velocity of Earth = 11km/s



Small Solar System Bodies:
Asteroids, Comets and

Meteorites



Categorization
• Planet - (1) orbit around the Sun, 

(2) enough mass for gravity to 
make spherical, (3) cleared its 
orbital neighborhood of debris

• Dwarf Planet - satisfies (1) and 
(2) : Pluto, Ceres, Eris

• Small Solar System Bodies - not 
planets, dwarf planets or moons



Dwarf Planets
• Pluto - 

– 40 AU, e=0.25
– Largest moon Charon more 

than half its size
– Pluto - 2380km, Charon 

1190km
• Ceres -

– 2.76 AU 
– In Main asteroid belt, first 

discovered Asteroid 1855 
(mistaken for planet)

– D~ 940km
• Eris - 

– 97 AU from Sun, e=0.44
– Kuiper Belt
– D~2400km



Asteroids, Meteoroids, Comets
Planetesimals that still
orbit Sun, didn’t 
coalesce into planets

Most asteroids orbit in 
Main Belt between 
Mars and Jupiter

Dawn sent to study 
Vesta & Ceres, 2011



General Characteristics of 
Asteroids

• Range of Sizes 
– Ceres D~1000km (accounts  

for 30% mass of all asteroids)
– 106 with D > 1km
– Total Mass < Moon

• Very Dark (charcoal)

– Reflect 3-20% sunlight

• Primary Types

– Stony
– Iron
– Carbonaceous

• Primary Populations

– Main belt (just beyond Mars)
– Trojans (in orbit with Jupiter)
– NEOs (Earth crossing)

Eros

Ida & Dactyl

Gaspra



Main Asteroid Belt
• Between Orbits of Mars and 

Jupiter from 2-3.5 AU
• 105 objects catalogued, 

more observed, 49million 
awaiting classification

• Asteroid spacing still 
millions of miles, but can 
collide, velocities thousands 
km/hr

• Asteroid “Families”
– Asteroids with similar orbits
– Originate from the breakup of 

bigger asteroids



Trojans
• Over 2200 asteroids share 

Jupiter’s orbit
– Trojan asteroids
– Same orbit as Jupiter
– 2 swarms, 60o ahead and 60o 

behind Jupiter



Near-Earth Asteroids (NEOs)

• Highly elliptical orbits, 
about 2800 Earth crossing 
asteroids

• Amors
–Orbit outside 1AU
–Mars crossing

• Apollos
–Orbit >1AU
–Earth & Mars crossing

• Atens
–Orbit < 1AU
–Venus & Earth crossing



NEOs are Potentially Hazardous
• 884 potentially hazardous
• Large NEOs (10km)

– Impact Earth every few 10s of 
millions of years

– Global implications

• Mid-size NEOs (100m)
– Impact every 10s of thousands 

of years
– Regional implications

• Small NEOs (0.1-10m)
– Impact every day to every few 

years
– Very local implications
– meteorites

K/T Mass Extinction - 10 km object
Peekskill < 1m object



Comets 
• Asteroids mostly rock and 

metal
• Comets mostly dirty ice
• Two reservoirs
• Oort Cloud

– Spherical cloud of comets
– 50000-100000AU

• 1/5 way to nearest star
– Several trillion comets
– Long period comets P>200yr

• Kuiper Belt (KBO)
– Disk of comets beyond Neptune
– 30- ~100AU
– Similar to asteroid belt
– Short period comets P <200yr
– 1015 objects in KB



Comets
Shoemaker-Levy 9

Text



Comets - General Characteristics
• As comet comes close to 

Sun, radiation vaporizes 
ices on surface, gas forms 
Coma

• Nucleus
–Solid body of comet

• Coma
–Gas and dust

• Tails
–Gas tail directly behind
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Jupiter & its Moons



The Giant Planets
• Giant planets (Jupiter, Saturn, 

Uranus & Neptune) are much 
different than terrestrial 
planets
– Larger
– Lack solid surfaces
– Rotate much faster
– Collectively have 163 moons 

which vary substantially



Jupiter - General Properties
• Largest in Solar System

– Mass= 1.9 x 1030 gm    

• (2.5 x mass of all other planets, 318 
Earth masses)

– Radius = 6.68 x 109cm 
• 10-11 Earth diameters

• Average Density ~ 1.4 g/cc
– Varies substantially over depth
– Earth 5 g/cc
– Water 1 g/cc

• Temperature at core 25000K
• Magnetic Field 

– 14 x Earth’s
• Over 60 satellites
• Faint dusty rings



Orbit of Jupiter

• Orbital Semi-Major Axis =5.2 AU
• Sidereal Orbital Period = 12 years



Rotation of Jupiter
• Sidereal Rotation 

Period=9:55 (fast)
– Differential (pole 9:55, equator is 

9:50)
– Clouds at different latitudes rotate 

in different directions
– Far from sun, sidereal ~ synodic

• Obliquity 3o



Exploration of Jupiter
• Pioneer 10 (1973)

– First close-up images
• Pioneer 11 (1974)

– Imaged polar regions
• Voyager 1 (1979)

– Volcanically active Io
• Voyager 2 (1979)

– Dusty rings
• Galileo (1995)

– Orbiter and entry probe
– Ocean on Europa

• Ulysses, Cassini, New 
Horizons



Jupiter’s Atmosphere

Jupiter is a big ball of convecting gas
Convection+rotation causes bands and differential rotation

Rapid rotation creates latitudinal bands 
 Dark bands are “Belts”
 Light bands are “Zones”
 Winds blow in opposite directions 
 Vortices and storm form between bands
Atmosphere rotates differentially
 Equator spins faster than poles



Zones and Belts
• Light Zones are high in the atmosphere

– cooler (darker in IR)
• Dark Belts are low in the atmosphere

– Warmer (brighter in IR)
• Cassini showed this wasn’t strictly true



The Great Red Spot
• The perfect storm

– Observed for 350 years
– 1656 Hooke or Cassini
– Larger than Earth

• Like “eddies” in fluids, form, 
merge, dissipate

• Analogous to a hurricane



Jupiter’s Atmospheric composition
• Spectroscopy and direct 

measurements from 
Galileo’s entry probe reveal 
Jupiter’s atmospheric 
composition
– 74% Hydrogen (H)
– 25% Helium (He)
– 1% other

• Methane, ammonia, etc.
• Overall (including core: 71%H, 

24%He and 5% heavier 
elements)

• Three cloud layers
– Frozen ammonia
– Ammonia hydrosulfide
– Water vapor



Color of the Clouds?
• H, He, ammonia, water 

vapor are all colorless
• Methane is bluish
• Probably phosphorous and 

sulfur compounds
– Trace amounts, enough to tint 

clouds, maybe
– Ongoing research



Jupiter’s Interior
• Outermost layer of ordinary 

hydrogen and helium
– H2 and He

• Layer of liquid metallic 
hydrogen
– Nearly 80% of radius
– *Conducting*

• Layer of soupy “ices”
– Water, ammonia, methane
– No solid surface

• May be core of Ice and 
rock


